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Remarks. (1) It is easy to construct examples of rings which

satisfy condition (bj) but not condition (aj).

(2) Any ring which satisfies condition (aj) and contains a minimal

left ideal must have (L)°^R for every minimal left ideal.

The author wishes to thank Professors B. Vinograde and T. J.

Head for their help in organizing this note.
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ON THE SUBGROUPS OF THE PICARD GROUP1

HERMANN V. WALDINGER

1. Introduction. The Picard group T is important in the Theory

of Automorphic Functions [3]. It consists of all linear transforma-

tions

az + b
(1.1) w=-—,        ad-bc=±\

cz + d

with coefficients Gaussian integers. T is known  [3] to have four

generators

(1.2) s, t, u,v

together with the eight defining relations

(1.3) s2 = u2 = v2 = (mí-1)2 = (vf1)2 = (sr1)2 = («r1)8 = (ht1)' = 1.

The  generators   (1.2)   are  the  transformations  w=—z,  w = z — \,

w= —l/z, and w= — z+i respectively.

In this paper, we seek to examine the structure of the Picard

group by studying its subgroups. The modular group is a well-known

subgroup. It consists of all transformations (1.1) with coefficients
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rational integers. The subgroups of the modular group have been in-

vestigated extensively [ó], [7], [8]. In particular they have been

studied as abstract groups given by generators and defining relations

[8]. We do not attempt here to make general statements about all

subgroups of the Picard group. Instead we shall consider only special

subgroups.

In particular we shall construct the subgroup H of index 48 which

has a remarkably simple structure. It is the free product of two iso-

morphic groups Jl and Jb with the amalgamated free subgroup J.

Moreover JL is the free product of two isomorphic free abelian groups

of rank two.

We conclude this paper with a short discussion of Fuchsian sub-

groups.

2. The subgroup 22. To find 22, we compute the following chain of

subgroups by an algorithm due to O. Schreier [5]:

a. Ti = commutator subgroup of T.

b. Ti — commutator subgroup of Ti.

T2 has six generators aci, x2, • ■ • , xt.

c. P —subgroup of T2 consisting of all words of even exponentsum

in xu Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xt.

F has five generators yi, y2, • • • , y6.

d. P = subgroup of P consisting of all words of even exponentsum

in yi, y», • • • , y&-

Before discussing our chain let us first review Schreier's method [5]

of finding the representation of a subgroup by generators and defining

relations.

Let G be a group given by the generators g,- and the defining rela-

tions/,-(g<) = 1, where the/,(g¿) are products of the powers of the gt.

Let U be a subgroup of G. Let G he the free group generated by the

gi. Let Ü be that subgroup of G consisting of all words in the g< which

as elements of G, Q U. Evidently

(2.1) [G-.U] = [G:Ü].

Furthermore, if N is the normal closure in G of the subgroup gener-

ated by the fjt then

(2.2) G^G/N,       U9ÉÜ/N.

Our method starts out by assigning to every gQG a representative,

g, of its coset Üg subject to the following conditions:

The representative of Ü is 1.

If IT?-! gV* (m>l, ek= ±1) is a representative, then üt-i1 £t* 1S

also a representative.
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Having found the g, we finally compute the generators and defining

relations of U according to the rules :

The set of generators consists of all fgi(Ä<)-1i where h{ = ggi.

The set of defining relations is given by setting all expressions

gfÀii)(ê)-1 = 'i-
We are now ready to apply the Schreier procedure.

It is not difficult to see that [f : f 1] =4 and that the cosets have the

representatives 1, s, u, su. A straightforward, but lengthy computa-

tion yields then

Lemma 1. [T: Ti] =4. Ti is given by the generators

(2.3)     «i = lir1,   -ui = stubs'1,   «3 = »M-1,   M4 = svu^s'1

together with the defining relations

3 3 3 3
«1 = U2 = U3 = Ui =  1,

(UiUz )   = (UiUt )   = (u2u3 )    = (W2«4 ) =1.

Next let us compute T2. It is evident that [î\: f2]=3 and that

1, Mi, u2 are coset representatives. By our procedure we obtain at

once the 10 generators

3-1 -2 2 -1

Mi,   Mü«!   ,   «i«2Mi   ,   UXU2,   U3Ui   ,

(2.5) -2     2 —i -i     2
M1M3M1 , «iM3, W4M1 , M1M4M1 , M1M4

together with 16 relations. But the generators u\, u\ui, u\u3 and u\ut

are eliminated immediately by four relations. Let us replace the re-

maining 6 generators by

a = u2u3l,   b = uiUiUz^uî1,   c = Uzur1,

d = uiUzur2,   e = Uiur1,   f = MiM4Mf2.

We then obtain the 12 relations

a? = h2 = c2 = d2 = e2 = P = 1.

(2.7) (ac e)2 = (b df)2 = (c d)2 = (e f)2 = (be ac)1

= (bcaefd)2= 1.

But to proceed to the subgroup H we must also replace the gener-

ators (2.6). We arrive at

Lemma 2. [r: T2] = 12. r2 is given by the 6 generators

(2.8) Xi = c a e, x2 = e, x3 = c, x* = / d b, x$ = /, xt = d

together with the relations
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S 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

»1 = Xi = *8 = xt = SS = *« = (3:1*4)   = (*2*s)   = (x3xt)

(2.9) 2 2 2
=   (3:1*2*3)     =   (*4*6*o)     =   (*1*2*3*4*5*«)     =   1.

We proceed now to the computation of P. Evidently [f2: P] = 2

and 1 and Xi are coset representatives. The Schreier procedure gives

at once the 11 generators

. -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2

(2.10) *i*2   ,  *3*2   ,  *4*2   ,  X6Xi   ,  XfXi   ,  *2*1, Xi,  XiX3, *2*4,  *2*6, *2*«

together with 12 relations. Eliminating the six generators Xixr1,

Xtxr1, x&ï1, XtXf1, Xsxf1, x\ by six of the relations and replacing x2Xi,

x2*3 by *5*i, x6x3 we obtain

Lemma 3. [r: P] = 24. P 45 given by the 5 generators

(2.11) yi = XiXi, y2 = Xf,x3, y3 = «2*4, yi = x2xh yb = x2xt

together with the six relations

2—12—12 —1 —1

ys = (j4 ysyi) = (ys ysy2) = (y3yi)(y3yi)(y3yi)   Ow)

(2.12) = G^iysysXysy^Ow)-1

= ((yiyi)(y8y2)(ysy*)-1Cy»y4)_1ys)2 = 1.

We are at last ready to compute 22. We note that [P: 22] = 2 and

that 1 and y3 are coset representatives. By our procedure we obtain

then the generators yiyf1, ysyi, y2yr\ ysy2, y4yr1, y3y*, ytyr1, y3yn to-

gether with seven relations. To obtain our result we introduce the

new generators

(2 13)    ah = mrl'   hh = y*yr1'   aL = y*yVl'   ^L = y*y*1'

aR = ysyi,   bR = y3y2,   aR = y^yr1,   ßR = y^yr1

for which we have the defining relations

-1-1 -1!-1 a   _1 _1 -1 -1
aifiLaL ol   = oborOr bR  = aißhCtL ßb  = ctRßRctR ßR  = 1,

\L. 14)
Oloíl = aR(XR, bjßL = Wä, aLbLarßL = aRbRctRßR.

We have established the following theorem.

Theorem 1. [r : H] = 48. H is the free product of isomorphic groups

Jl and JR with the amalgamated subgroup J. JL is the free product of

two free abelian groups generated by aL, bL and a¿, ßL respectively. The

isomorphism between Jl and JR is given by the correspondence

(2.15) aL^aR,   bL*-*bR,   ctL^aR,   ßL<^ßR.
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The amalgamated subgroup J is generated by

(2.16)      aLctL = oroir, brßL = baßii, aLbLctißL = as.bnctRßR.

It is free of rank three.

In concluding the discussion of H we note a remarkable property

of the amalgamated subgroup /. It is not difficult to show that Ja,

the normal closure of / in T has infinite order and infinite index. This

fact is of interest in connection with a recent paper [l]. It is shown

there that such subgroups do not exist for a large class of linear

groups on more than two variables.

3. The Fuchsian subgroups. We study here the normal closures

of Fuchsian subgroups. In particular we seek to determine their in-

dices in r.
We start with preliminary definitions and the statement of a known

result.

Let 6 be a circle in the complex plane given by

a zz + (bi — ib2)z + (bi + ib2)z + c = 0,

(3.1) a, ii, i2, c real,
2       2

bi + bi — ac > 0.

We shall say that a Fuchsian subgroup P of T belongs to the circle

6, if the transformations of P map both the interior and the bound-

aries of 6 onto themselves. For a given 6 we shall denote the cor-

responding Fuchsian subgroup by P(Q) and its normal closure by

Ptr(Q). The following is known [3]:

Let { öl} be the class of circles (3 for which the coefficients a, bi, bi, c

oí (3.1) are rational integers. Every Fuchsian subgroup P belongs

then to a circle of {(R} and conversely to every such circle there be-

longs a Fuchsian subgroup.

Normal subgroups of finite index in linear groups were investigated

a short time ago [l]. In this connection it would be interesting to

determine whether [V: Pn(Q)] is finite for all circles C£ { öl}, a task

which appears very difficult. In this paper we establish a result only

for circles in six subclasses {(R¿} C {(ft}. Each subclass { (Rj} consists

of all circles which are conjugate to representative circles C,£ { öl,}.

Two circles are conjugate if they are mapped onto each other by

transformations of the Picard group. For e E {(ft.-} it is then evident

that Pj\r(e) is identical with some P^(e<).

Let us now define the representative circles: For l^i^4, the C<

are all circles of { <r} with center at q¡ where gi = 0, g2 = l/2, q3 = i/2,

qi = (\+i)/2. The Q¡, are all lines E {(ft} parallel to the real axis, the

C« all such lines parallel to the imaginary axis.
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We are finally ready to investigate [r : Pjv(C) ] for circles in the sub-

classes.

Let gi, g2, • • • be the elements QP(Q). Let T* be the group ob-

tained from T by superimposing the relations

(3.2) gl = g2=... = i

upon the defining relations (1.3). Clearly T^T/PN(e).

Thus if T* has u elements, then (r: PN(Q)) =H-

In the procedure below we shall pick an element gQP(&) and add

g = 1 to the relations (1.3) to give the group T". It is evident that V*

is a homomorphic image of T". We conclude that p. divides v, where

v is the order of T**.

Since every QQ {(R¿} is conjugate to a C, it is evidently sufficient

to consider the C¿ only.

Now Qi (1=4^4) has center at <?,- and then P(C,) contains the

transformation d,-, where di = s, di = st, d3 = v, dt = t~1v. Since 65 is

parallel to the real, and Ge parallel to the imaginary axis, P(C¿) con-

tains d6 = t and P(<5<¡) contains de = sv. Setting d, = l we find that V

has the 24 elements 1, u, v, t, uv, ut, vu, vt, tu, uvu, uvt, utu, vut, vtu,

tuv, uvut, uvtu, utuv, vutu, vtuv, uvutu, uvtuv, vutuv and uvutuv when

4=1, the 2 elements 1 and s when 4 = 2, 3, S and 6, finally the 12 ele-

ments 1, s, u, t, ut, tu, utu, su, st, sut, stu, and sutu when 4=4.

We have established the following theorem :

Theorem 2. [r:P^(C)] divides j»< when QQ{(Hi}, where i»i = 24,
i»2 = í'3 = *'5=»'6 = 2 and ^4= 12.
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